This special art exhibit, conceived by Jennifer Loessy and curated by Dana Lichtstrahl, showcases the hidden talents of amateur artists on staff and faculty from within Fitz-Randolph gates at Princeton University. The exhibit includes works of art in oil, acyclic, and watercolor; mixed media on canvas; photography; and sculpture-laser cut Plexiglas.

* Indicates the artwork is available through private sale from the artist.
Michele Demak Epstein
Assistant Director, Center for the Study of Democratic Politics
Contemporary Still Life
Acrylic on canvas, 31.5” X 16”

Jeff Evans
Manager of Visual Resources/Photographer, Art Museum
Untitled Study, 2018
Oil and acrylic on canvas, 34” X 27”

Beth E. Jarvie
Communication Coordinator, Keller Center
Soak*
Photography, 18” X 22”

Janet Kay
CSLA-Cotsen Postdoctoral Fellow, Society of Fellows
“L’Anse aux Meadows”
Acrylic on canvas, 18” X 14”

Jill LeClair
Graduate Program Administrator
Department of Mathematics
Carnival Queen
Knitting pattern book paper collage on canvas, 12” X 24”

Joachim Spruch
Production Assistant Supervisor, Print and Mail Services
Golden Years: Whoap Whoap
Whoap Whoap
Mixed Media on Canvas, 30” X 40”

Chanika Svetvilas
Faculty Assistant
Chemical and Biological Engineering
Suitcases on Tour*
Sculpture-laser cut Plexiglas, 16” X 22”

* Indicates the artwork is available through private sale from the artist.